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INTRODUCTION

1.

Public mobility

is critical

to the

economic

well-being of any region, especially since com-

merce

itself relies

individual to get to

heavily on the ability of the

transit

and from employment, edu-

cently.

cational institutions, medical services, shopping, and social activities.

The Pioneer Valley

(PVTA)

plays a vital role in

Transit Authority

the Pioneer Valley

economy by

transporting

residents to these opportunities over

PVTA

The

times per year.

million

1 1

system provides

comprehensive and cost-effective fixed route
(43 routes) bus service and

25

cities

and towns

in

four counties. Local

transit service, including

tracted carriers,

is

PVTA

among

also

incomes and spending of

and

its

As

its

a result of

riders as well

as the spending of the transit service

nies themselves, the

PVTA

con-

the largest in-

dustries in the Pioneer Valley.

the

and disabled

compa-

positively affects

almost every other industry in the regional

economy. Not only does

PVTA offer compre-

hensive services that provide multiple benefits,
but

it

performs these functions

effective manner.
in the

in

a very cost-

According to a recent

article

Urban Transportation Monitor, a study

released in 1994 by the University of North

Carolina

at

as the 19th

Charlotte

most

(UNCC), ranked

efficient transit

system

PVTA
in the

new

has taken shape in the

threat to public

US

Congress

re-

In an effort to cut the federal deficit,

legislators agreed to disproportionately cut transit

over other transportation sectors.

Federal

operating subsidies for public transit have been
cut by

44

to

49%

for Fiscal Year 1996, trans-

lating into about a $

5.4%)

1

million reduction (approx.

PVTA

in the overall

operating budget,

unless other revenue can be generated.

The purposes of this study

demand response

paratransit service for the elderly
to

sources of revenue have been, or are expected
to be, shrinking. In fact, a

)

To de-

termine the overall economic value of

PVTA

to the region; (2)

governmental

To

cuts,

are:

(

1

assess the impacts of the

by gathering

all

the eco-

nomic, financial, and user information on
cal public transit service

economic models
sults

how

and then constructing

that reliably describe the re-

of any changes

determine

in

funding; and, (3)

To

these findings can be used to

boost public and legislative support for

At

lo-

the request of PVTA, this study

is

transit.

being con-

ducted by the Pioneer Valley Planning

Com-

mission, with economic modeling and analysis

being provided by Quartet Systems,

Inc.,

an economic analysis/software consulting firm
in

Northampton (MA). Three

distinct areas of

benefit and impact will be quantified:

PVTA

budget and

how

it

the

filters into the

PVTA

United States using several different criteria

economy, the commerce

based on population served and revenue to cost

passengers, and the social benefits of public

ratios.

transit,

Despite the benefits
ficiency with

which

it

it

provides and the ef-

operates,

most

PVTA

attributable to

including improved air quality and re-

duced congestion.

2

2.

Two

METHODOLOGY

primary types of data were used to

mation, were used to gather the detailed finan-

conduct the study, regional economic data from
sources like the
financial data

The
the

and

from

PVTA

and

regional data sets are the

its

its

information.

PVTA

The study evaluated the

comprise the

PVTA and the individual contrac-

Figure

well as interviews to verify the infor-

Figure

1

.

regional

economy

associated with the 25 cities and towns that

model results. Financial statements and annual

tors, as

to de-

termine the consistency of the Fiscal Year 1994

contractors being used to refine the

reports from

although financial statements

from the past three years were reviewed

into

IMPLAN/

with the more specific data about

Fiscal Year 1994 data are presented

in this report,

contractors.

main input

economic modeling program,

Q©,

cial data.

US Census Bureau and detailed

into

1.

PVTA

service area, as

two basic

areas: the northern tier

PVTA Service Area

Prepared by the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission
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shown

in

These communities can be divided
and the

southern

tier.

The northern tier is

primarily sub-

urban and consists of Amherst, Belchertown,

universities

and colleges. The program can use

the data to reliably depict

all

the inter-industry

Easthampton, Hadley, Leverett, Northampton,

activities as well as industry-by-institution ac-

Pelham, South Deerfield, Sunderland, Ware,

tivities.

The southern

and Williamsburg.

tier

can be

divided into an urban core, comprised of
Springfield, Chicopee, and Holyoke;

urban area including

Agawam,

and a sub-

East Long-

meadow, Granby, Hampden, Longmeadow,

(The

institutions are entities purchas-

ing products and services or investing in them,

and they include households, other
financial institutions,

basic strategy

is

industries,

and governments.) The

to utilize a classic Input/Out-

put (I/O) model in order to measure impacts

Ludlow, South Hadley, West Springfield,

resulting

Westfield, Wilbraham, and Enfield, Connecti-

changes for any sector or combination of sec-

With the exception of Hampden, Leverett,

cut.

and Pelham,

all

of the

currently served

The

by

member communities

PVTA

Quartet Systems, a local

Initially, the

model generates

a large

body

of financial and economic reports to describe

was conducted by

company

tors.

are

fixed bus routes.

regional analysis

from growth, decline, or policy

that has de-

the details of a study area

economy. These

re-

ports are large, but simple matrices and can be

veloped computer applications and data sets for

edited.

probing the details of regional and industrial

they have collected from local field studies and

economies. This analysis

is

based on an

initial

This allows users to easily enter data

surveys and to change elements of the calcula-

review of various data sets and the use of com-

tions (purchase coefficients, for

puter programs designed to reliably describe a

that the reports

regional industrial

economy. Data come from

refined to reflect a particular scenario. In this

US Census Bureau, the Bureau of Economic

the

Analysis, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and

"County Business Patterns" data
tial

data used in the

the

Minnesota

tapes.

The

model was purchased from

and county

trial

sets

were used by

level

sis

and economic models.

many

of

years through
at the

US

its

in

istics

a

for the

tech-

and Quartet

advantageous for

is

a particular sector

and has the capacity
and

of

IMPLAN/Q make

it

to the purposes of this study.

pro-

Forest Service, the Department

Commerce, and

con-

local survey

data in the analysis. Therefore, the character-

IMPLAN/Q em-

implementation

IMPLAN/Q

to incorporate both derived

ploys techniques developed and perfected over

grams

model

The econometric

methods. The model

tail in

IMPLAN/

Systems, to create the actual study area pro-

files

to refine the

this study.

its

analyses that seek to focus on a particular de-

Q, a computer application developed by Quartet

was used

niques employed by

sectors using well established methodolo-

These data

tractors

PVTA and

Systems, Inc. are well established basic analy-

data sets that depict the activities of 528 indus-

gies.

way, the detailed data from

purposes of

ini-

IMPLAN Group, Inc., who con-

structed succinct ZIP-code

example) so

and the model are continually

number of cooperating

4

uniquely suited

THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF PVTA

3.

To understand

the direct impacts of

on the regional economy,
to

it

is first

PVTA

transportation for the elderly and disabled.

necessary

paratransit service

review the organizational and economic

Valley Transit Authority

and expand the

transit

was formed

system

PVTA

services

is

community

lift-

Figure 2 diagrams the

rela-

The bulk of

The direct economic impacts of PVTA are

provided by

derived from an analysis of the operating rev-

Com-

enues and expenses for

PVTA member

cause most of the

sachusetts law, regional transit authorities out-

expenditures

side of Boston

As

may

PVTA contracts with pro-

typically

PVTA

has contractual agreements

with two transit operators,
Transit Express, Inc.

route service,

UMass

all

Transit and

To complement

its

for

go

PVTA
2.

is

money used

PVTA Revenue Sources and

to

new

buses,

vendors outside the region be-

in

FY

1994

The contracted

is

shown

in

Distribution for

FY 1994

EXPENSES

Federal Transit

Administration

$2.6 Million

$2.0 Million
Transit Express

Commonwealth

$11.5

Million

UMass

Transit

of Massachusetts

$7.2 Million

$1.4 Million
Communities

pvm

Paratransit

Contractors

$3.5 Million

Passenger Fares

$5.8 Million

Advertising

$.09 Million

Interest

$.04 Million

5

Tables

carriers listed in

Administration

$3.9 Million

for operating

spent in the region. Capital ex-

2 are the fixed bus route contractors.

REVENUES

Local

operat-

summary of actual income and expenditures

and

fixed

PVTA offers demand-responsive

Figure 2.

The

cause local suppliers are unavailable. The over-

fessional transit and paratransit operators.
Currently,

1994.

penditures, such as the purchase of

not directly operate transit

a result,

FY

ing budgets are the focus of this analysis, be-

communities, and passenger fares. Under Mas-

service.

PVTA

contractors.

tionships between these entities.

Pioneer

the Federal Transit Administration, the

monwealth of Massachusetts,

The

operated through more

operates 177 transit coaches and 80

equipped vans.

to rebuild

in the

Valley Region of Massachusetts.
the funding for

than a dozen

In 1974, the Pioneer

structure of the agency.

is

1

Table

As Table
subsidy for

1 indicates,

PVTA

operating expenses

proximately $2 million.

The operating expenses shown

the annual federal

A

is

indicate that $2.6 million

ap-

to transportation contractors.

revenues

from other sources such as the Commonwealth

trative expenditures that

of Massachusetts are already near the maxi-

economy

mum

for insurance,

allowed by law. Massachusetts law lim-

iting the

available to

PVTA

PVTA adpaid

Major adminis-

flow into the regional

$570,000 for payroll, $107,000
$68,000 for account-

ing services, and $66,000 for
are direct impacts

as they

is

include approximately $1.2 million

for marketing services,

amount of state assistance and Propo-

sition 2"^ limiting local support will reduce the

number of options

spent on

Table 2

ministrative needs, while $ 1 6.4 million

loss of $1 million

will be significant, especially since

is

in

from

utilities.

PVTA

These

administration

alone and do not account for the expenditures

attempt to recover from federal cuts.

of the fixed route and paratransit contractors.

Table

1.

PVTA Operating Revenues for FY 1994

Amount

Source
Pederol Transit Administrotion

$ 2,045,578

Commonwealth

$ 7,224,1/8

local

of Massachusetts

Communities

$ 3,865,301

$ 5,793,913

Passenger Fores
Advertising

$ 93,710

Interest

$ 39,777

Total

$ 19,062,457

Revenues

Table

2.

PVTA Operating Expenses for FY 1994

Amount

Expenses

$ 2,638,213

Direct Administration

$ 12,921,441

Contracted Corriers
Elderly

Total

disabled

$ 3,502,803

Services

$ 19,062,457

Expenses

6

Transit Express and

two fixed route
rently

UMass Transit are the

van service

nities currently

PVTA, with

vice

is

million going to Transit Express and $ 1 .7

that

which

approximately $ 2.9 million from
.2

sible

under contract with PVTA. They receive
1

$ 11

Demand-responsive, door-to-door acces-

transit providers that are cur-

million allocated to

UMass

Transit.

Table 3

FY

and retirement benefits ac-

Maintenance and

ating expenses have a direct impact

Tliis ser-

served by the fixed route transit
contracts with various organi-

Aging

in indi-

some dial-a-ride agenThese

paratransit service contractors transport over

270,000 elderly and/or disabled passengers
the region annually.

fuel

account for another $ 1 .8 million. These oper-

neer Valley economy, since

PVTA.

commu-

cies to provide paratransit services.

count for $10.5 million of the fixed route con-

Overall,

PVTA

$3.5 million for the provision of

on the Pio-

spends

ADA (Ameri-

and

DMR (Department of Mental Retardation)

transportation services.

over 285 full-time and 200 part-

to

time employees.

Table 3.
PVTA Transit Contractor Expense Summary

Expenses

Transit Express

for FY

1994

UMass

Transit

$ 1,220,066

Poyroll

$ 6,029,997

Poyroll-Reloted Expenses

$ 3,164,930

$ 44,799

$ 741,865

$ 144,980

Fuel

Mointenonce

-

Office Supplies

Ports

&

Supplies

and Other

Utilities

Cosuolty

&

Liobility

Miscelloneous

$ 864,1 53

$ 81,748

$ 32,291

$21,909

$ 170,808

$ 75,209

$ 4,068

$ 132,893

$ 140,582

$51,143

Other
Total

Insurance

Expenses

in

cans with Disabilities Act), elderly, Medicaid,

PVTA spends most

of these funds within the region including the

wages paid

is

PVTA

vidual communities and

1994.

tractor expenditures.

served by the

zations such as the Councils on

Payroll and payroll-related expenses such
as health insurance

provided to the 25

generally available in a wider area than

system.

details the fixed route contractor operating ex-

penses for

is

$ 11,192,148

7

$ 1,729,293

I

NO

LIMIT

MILLION DOLLARS

Almost every industry
lated to transit.

in

the Pioneer Valley region

Based on recent economic models using

conservative estimates, the PVTA brings a total
million into the region on an annual basis.

ol

PVTA

in

the region.

8

of

$32.5

However,

mates as high as $72 million can be attributed
ence

is re-

esti-

to the pres-

PVTA: A REGIONAL ASSET

4.

PUMS

PUBLIC TRANSIT RIDERSHIP

4.1

Retail trade in the region

significantly

is

influenced by the amount of shoppers
travel

by PVTA, while many companies depend

on workers who use

mute

who

to work.

PVTA bus service to com-

Actual ridership surveys on

19,200 people, use

to get to

work or

Another 21,000 individuals use

shopping.

PVTA everyday
poses.

PVTA

for a variety of other trip pur-

Without PVTA, the mobility of these

people would be severely diminished and their
cost of transportation

Work
tion,

would

approximately 28%, of

PVTA.

rise dramatically.

trips constitute the largest

trips currently

numerous

on

it

was neces-

statistical

sources to

In lieu of a direct survey,

sary to access

propor-

ings of

$98 million per year

muters on

PVTA.

in

The second most popular

PVTA passengers is shopping.
five

thousand shopping

everyday.

stores.

average expenditure was, however, available

from the malls and
trip.

is

per

visit are

higher than those
this study, the

was used

for all

were taken on

PVTA

shopping
1.1

to

was

The remaining

5.6 million trips on

The

large proportion of the trips are taken by

of their tuitions and the

come, type of work, place of work, and many

der to

that

daily to

work via

the Pioneer Valley. This
rent

The data showed

on board survey

is

become valuable workers

in the labor

In addition, passen-

for a substantial portion of the trips

on PVTA,

emphasizing the significant interdependence

supported by cur-

According

and

gers traveling to medical appointments account

transit service in

results.

to

skills they learn in or-

force are immeasurable.

on average approximately 8130 persons

commute

commute

from classes. The regional economic benefits

also very useful in gaining

life.

PVTA

annually are completed for a variety of reasons.

insight to information about this group's in-

other aspects of their

some shopping

expenditures.

A

data

to

in

college students in order to

PUMS

FY

establishment, resulting in about $6.3 million

number of

quantified.

In

in-

individuals in the region that use the bus to

work could be

trips.

million round trips

go

commute

to

at malls, for the

same expenditure

be-

come. From these databases, called Public Use
total

approximately $5.80 per

Although, many arguments could be made

sponses from individuals to questions regard-

Microsamples (PUMS), the

completed

(The grocery stores contacted were

1994, approximately

commuting

Approximately

trips are

unwilling to disseminate this information). The

rate

status,

purpose of

to substantiate that grocery store expenditures

Census

employment, and personal

trip

No data was available that estimates

includes a series of databases comprised of re-

employment

work com-

the expenditure per shopping trip at grocery

commuters on PVTA. The 1990

havior, place of

all

farebox revenue.

purposes of

ing their

for

Annually, this ridership ac-

counts for 3.24 million trips and $ 1 .70 million

obtain adequate financial information about the

US

commuter earns

about $12,1 17 annually, translating into earn-

PVTA bus routes show that about 48% percent
of the daily transit users, or approximately

data, the average bus

between transportation and the medical services

to

industry.

9

1

4.2 PVTA IN THE REGIONAL

IMPLAN

ECONOMY

projects that about $2.

still

million leaves the region in the form of taxes

Analysis of the various data sources reveal that the entire study area has

model

295 active

and outside

interest in regional businesses.

industrial sectors (including manufacturing,

Therefore, the total value added component of

and services). Each sector can be

PVTA is approximately $17 million, with over

agriculture,

measured, or described,

in a

number of ways.

For example, the dollar value of production
an industry, or

total industry output,

its

Using

used as one measure.

$11 million

can be

PVTA

exchanged

dollars

by

output to

total

compensation and benefits

in

employees of

in

and

in

its

contractors.

to

The

purchases from vendors

PVTA re-enter the economy as investments

describe economic value of an industry to a

by the vendors as well as payroll and benefits

region can be misleading since not

of the

for their employees. This, in turn, creates an-

more

other pool of expended income in the regional

total

output

useful

retained in

is

of what

is

region.

its

A

the "total value added" of

economy and

which quantifies the dollar value

$2.2 million.

measure

the industry,

all

is

benefits, profits, tax

payments, and other

comes. The aggregate

total

industries in the region

is

value added for

goods and services produced

measure and according

data, the real estate sectors

in the region.

to the

to

all

One

value (in 1992) of $1.3 billion.

income

By

is

significant

to the region.

about $4 million, of their gross

redirected into the regional

economy

services.

As mentioned

earlier, the

commerce

generated by those passengers completing

make

That

third, or

PVTA

through the purchase of consumable goods and

all

shopping

the largest sector in the study area, having a
total

employees also comprise a

in-

IMPLAN

combine

estimated to be approximately

The personal expenditures of

portion of the benefit of

known as the regional

product which equates to the total value of

this

PVTA

retained in the region through wages,

is

trips

on

PVTA

totals

approximately

$6.3 million.
In order to quantify the household expen-

is

PVTA

commuters,

followed by wholesale trade ($535 million),

ditures attributable to

hospitals ($480 million), and public education

necessary to

($465 million, not including colleges and uni-

passengers are "transit captive. In other words,

versities

The

total

value of

total

PVTA

means of transportation

to the regional

quantified by aggregating the

able to

value added of PVTA, the indirect benefit

region, the

PVTA from vendors within the
personal expenditures of PVTA

employees,

retail

expenditures by

PVTA

the jobs of

is

and from work

availto

averages 4%. Therefore,

325 of a possible 8130 daily com-

muters would be jeopardized

pas-

PVTA

work commuters.

services.

merce estimates

Despite the fact that the $19.1 million
budget

to

them aside from PVTA. According

transit captivity rate

sengers, and the household expenditures of

PVTA

is

the Federal Transit Administration, the national

of purchases by

"transit captive"

it

percentage of those

how many commuters on PVTA have no other

and private schools).

economy can be

know what

to

in the

absence of

The US Department of Comthat individuals in the $

$15,000 range

of salaries,

1

0,000

spend 70 to

75%

of their gross income. Using their average

spent within the region, the

10

income obtained from

tlie

PUMS data,

gregate household expenditures of
tive

commuters

results of on
in the last

is

slightly over

the ag-

PVTA cap-

$3 million. The

board surveys of PVTA bus routes

decade,

show that PVTA

A

60%.

a captivity rate of over

1990

transit

Planning Commission showed that

62%

of

PVTA riders had no other means of transportathem

captivity rate of

62%

to
is

make

their trip.

If a

used, the aggregate

household expenditures of PVTA captive

com-

muters increase nearly fifteen fold. The original estimate of $32.5 million

can be increased

4.3 ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY PVIA
is

a

all

efforts to

reduce emissions from

sources have been initiated throughout the

US. The Pioneer Valley

is

would be mag-

T million passengers

1

cur-

would be forced

to

either cancel their trips or find alternate means.

According

to the

1990

transit

formed by the PVPC,

38%

of the passengers

on

PVTA

survey per-

buses have access to an automobile.

Disregarding the other 62% of PVTA

trips, fac-

toring in the 1.1 persons per automobile occu-

pancy

rate

and the average

trip

distance of 7

miles for the region, the 4.2 million trips by

PVTA

non-captive

riders annually could be

completed with an additional 26.7 million
automobile miles. As shown

Table

in

4, the

emissions from these additional

vehicle miles

would have a detrimental

on the overall

air quality in the

It

major issue nationwide.

With the advent of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990,

nified because the

total tailpipe

to $72.5 million in total value to the region.

Air quality

PVTA these problems

rently using transit services

actually has

riders survey conducted by the Pioneer Valley

tion available to

Without

effect

Pioneer Valley.

should be understood that these calculations

were purposely conservative
sion rates

come from

veloped by

EPA

in nature.

the Mobile

Emis-

5A tables de-

and are based on average

speeds and vehicle age.
Volatile Organic

no exception. Ac-

Compounds (VOC) and

cording to the

US

Environmental Protection

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) are the precursors to

Agency (EPA),

all

of Western Massachusetts

ozone, a poisonous gas that can be used as a

is

designated as a non-attainment area for

ozone, and the metropolitan Springfield area

is

bleaching agent. During

VOC

and

NOx

warm weather

days,

react at a high rate to form

These

ozone, which in turn, causes respiratory prob-

designations require the region to reduce emis-

lems for many. Those individuals with asthma

sions to certain levels or face federal sanctions.

and emphysema are especially susceptible

non-attainment for carbon monoxide.

Although much of the pollution comes from

the effects of ozone.

stationary sources, almost half of the air qual-

considerably more

ity

problems

in the

Pioneer Valley result from

motor vehicle emissions. Yet, the region
depends heavily on the automobile.

still

For ex-

Diesel engines release

NOx

into the

increase in

NOx

emissions between the two

scenarios outlined in Table 4.

80% of the commutes to and from

acceptable though, since the

work

Pioneer Valley are completed

NOx

in the

atmosphere

than regular gasoline engines, hence the slight

ample, nearly

through the use of single occupant vehicles.

to

is

The

21%

trade off

increase in

accompanied by a 172% decrease

VOC emissions.

is

in

Carbon Monoxide (CO), a highly poisonous, colorless and odorless gas,

by motor vehicles.

CO

ties

also emitted

regional economy, and therefore, do not create

emissions are higher

the benefits of spending in retail trade and other

is

during colder temperatures because catalytic
converters

By

automobile for
1.18 million

ing to a

users

passengers,

PVTA eliminates

decrease

in

CO

to purchase, insure

$ 1000

more

and

absence of

in the

PVTA. That could cost each

grams of CO per winter day, equat-

505%

would be forced

many PVTA

earlier,

maintain an automobile

offering an alternative to the

its

As mentioned

sectors.

do not operate efficiently under these

conditions.

and insurance agencies, but often leave the

individual at least

annually. Table

4 also shows

the

additional automobile mileage necessary to

emissions be-

tween the scenarios.

PVTA. Adding

replace

There are economic impacts attributable

88, 11 9 vehicle miles

to local streets within the region

is

equivalent

and increased

to an increase of

approximately 12,000 ve-

emissions. Poorer air quality results in higher

hicles. City streets

would be more

medical costs and eventually higher insurance

intercity

to higher vehicle miles traveled

costs for residents.

These costs re-enter the

economy through payments

to medical

affected than

highways, since the buses operate with

As

higher frequency in urbanized areas.

a re-

of increased traffic congestion, motorists

sult

facili-

could experience substantially greater time
delays and accidents, both of which

elicit sig-

nificant "out of pocket" expense.

Figure 3 graphically represents

components of
region.

The

the total value of

total direct, indirect,

economic value
eration

is

the

to the

and induced

attributable to the

PVTA

op-

between $32.5 and $72.5 million.

addition to

the

all

PVTA

PVTA

its

500

full-

operation supports another 1200

Table 4.
Estimate of Vehicle Emissions With and Without PVTA

Volatile Organic

PVTA

14,672 Miles

@1 4

mph

No PVTA

88,1 19 Miles

@25

mph

]en

Carbon

Compounds

Oxides

Monoxide

42,417 6PSD

185,601 6PSD

233,211 GPWD

Miiss

1

15,172 6PSD

GPSD=Groms

per

Summer Doy

12

In

and part-time workers,

144,956 GPSD

1,41 1,226

6PW0-Groms

GPWD

per Winter Doy

The Total Value

Figure 3.

of

PVTA

to the

Pioneer Valley Region

PVTA Purchases
from
Vendors

Expenditures
of

PVTA

Employees

$2.2M

Retail

Purchases of

Possengers

$6.3M

$3.0M

Total Value

$32.5M+

employees

in

many

The model

PVTA

and

retail trade, hospitals

cal practices, as well as

and medi-

maintenance and

surance sectors would be hardest

absence of

option on the revenue side

sector.

its

hit

will almost certainly be in

no position

The only

invest additional tax dollars.

also exhibits the sectors that

are closely related to

Wholesale and

and

other sectors.

is

other

To

the farebox.

offset a $1 million federal reduction in assis-

tance

in-

by the

PVTA

rent ridership

PVTA.

would have
and

to maintain

raise the fare

by

its

cur-

at least 100,

an increase of 15.4%. Even though bus fares

have been shown to be relatively
directly tied to ridership),

4.4

to

PVTA

it

is

inelastic (not

quite probable

REGIONAL VALUE AND IMPAQS

that

OF PROPOSED CUTS

ship in the event of any fare increase. There-

An important goal of this study is to show
how damaging

cuts in

government

transit

erating assistance will be to the scope of
services. Options will certainly

PVTA
When

federal reductions occur, for instance,

is

increased, since

cap on

Local

nities are tightly restricted

its

PVTA

would be required

to raise

the 100.

The remaining option

for

PVTA

is

to re-

duce costs by decreasing the actual service on
the street.

un-

can be significantly

PVTA is nearing

state funding.

it

in rider-

continue deficit free operation after the

more than

fares

be limited since

other sources of revenue are quite scarce.

likely that state assistance

fore, to

reduction,

op-

would see some decline

The problem created by

tion of routes, however,

local assessments

legislated

member commu-

also lost.

by Proposition 2"^

rectly

13

is

that the

actual dele-

revenue from

and fares on these routes

Because the federal funding

is

matched with other funding sources,

is

di-

a reduction greater than $1 million in operat-

ing costs will be necessary to maintain a bal-

anced

The consequences

transit budget.

PVTA

will

muters should expect annual commute costs to
rise

633%.

tion

Law

In a publication

by the Conserva-

ROAD

Foundation (CLF) entitled

to eliminate

KILL, the annual cost of driving averages

bus routes that currently operate very well and

$ 320 per person more than using public tran-

be severe enough to force

have established ridership.

Through

1

The

sit.

the examination of several dif-

CLF

study used statistics from the

(MA) and

metropolitan areas of Boston

(ME)

ferent possible route reduction plans, a conser-

land

vative estimate of the impacts of $1 million

size of the Springfield area falls

PVTA

reduction in assistance to the

could be

between

Port-

to arrive at their findings. Since the

that

somewhere

of Boston and Portland, the Port-

strictly in

land cost estimates were used to maintain a

terms of route performance to minimize the

conservative outlook on the findings of this

Route cuts were chosen

attained.

number of inconvenienced passengers. The

study.

budget was reduced across the board on a per-

the region will be necessary for former

centage basis, which translates into federal as-

commuters

sistance reductions of
tion,

$184,420

$678,963

may

$136,800

in administra-

in paratransit service,

and

These budget cuts

in transit service.

not accurately reflect what will actually

occur should

it

become necessary

for imple-

mentation of the service cuts, but simply serve
as a

model

quences.

to

show

Nearly $450,000 from some source

to

in

PVTA

be able to afford to get to work.

Otherwise, over $2.9 million

in

earnings will

be jeopardized. Shoppers will also be adversely
affected.

The route reduction scenario

ac-

counted for the annual loss of over 100,000

shopping

trips

amounting

to a

$310,000 drop

in retail sales.

their potential conse-

Farebox losses

will total

$284,921

because over 540,000 passengers will be

lost,

while the decrease in local assessment would
total

$564,551.
If

it

becomes necessary

to

implement a

route reduction plan in response to
cuts, the

PVTA

will realize an

government

$6.5 million

immediate de-

crease in labor force of at least 30 jobs and see

expenditures to vendors diminished by

Overall, the federal reductions in operat-

$765,000 (worth the loss of another 15-20 jobs).

ing assistance were estimated by the

Over

cost the region approximately $6.5 million dol-

the ensuing

two year period, the region

can expect losses of up to 250 jobs before the

economy
those

stabilizes.

commuting

to find alternate

to

Four

work

means.

to five percent

via
If

PVTA

will

lars.

will

of

Over the ensuing two years, 50
be

to

to

60 jobs

lost in the transportation sector.

While

other sectors such as

have

model

retail

and wholesale

trade,

entertainment, restaurants, health care and in-

they are to drive

themselves or rideshare, the former PVTA com-

surance, will lose another

14

220

to

250 jobs.

CONCLUSION

5.

The economic modeling conducted as part

regional residents. Therefore, the region will

of this study indicates that almost every indusPioneer Valley Region

try in the

related to transit.

The

a $ 1 7 million direct impact
in indirect

and ex-

economy having

and another $ 1 5

study.

PVTA

to

The

by

When

governmental cutbacks reach the public

trans-

all

public mobility, elderly travel will be re-

duced, companies will have more difficulty

and induced benefits.

that are not quantified

see their sales decrease, and suppliers to the

social impacts of reduced traffic

transit industry will

have

could not be easily translated into a monetary

shopper transportation

savings, but taking 26.5 million vehicle miles

cutback

off the road each year has a clearly positive

enough

transit to

tive

medical appointments and the eco-

nomic contributions of the
ridership

PVTA

attributable to those riding

were impossible

PVTA

to

in

paratransit

is

considerable.

government funding

is

If the

severe

reduce the number of buses and
it

could have very nega-

impacts on companies in the region both

time

when

the business

community

this,

is al-

ready struggling with a sluggish economy.

Answering the questions concerning

million

1

elsewhere for

terms of their sales and labor pools. All

at a

compute. Every

year, medical trips account for over
transit rides,

in

to

routes on the street,

on the economy. Without a survey, the

to look

The economic value of worker and

customers.

commerce

may

recruiting qualified workers, retail centers

this

congestion and lower automobile emissions

effect

the

if

reduction occurred in another sector.

portation sector and cause a decrease in over-

There are several benefits to the service provided by

consequences more severe than

realize

somehow

transit payroll

penditures enter the regional

$55 million

is

economic benefits of

while the paratransit system pro-

PVTA

the

and the impacts

vides about 280,000 trips. Their inclusion

of governmental cutbacks in transit assistance

would

is critical

certainly add millions of dollars to the

estimated economic benefit of

PVTA

in the

Pioneer Valley.

PVTA

Relative to the entire regional economy, a

to the future of public transportation

Many

of the benefits of

are already apparent, and

continued

its

reduction of one million dollars amounts to

functioning

eight one hundredths of a percent (.08%) of the

ray of transportation choices remains available

regional gross product.
stances, the regional

Under normal circum-

reduction in the

divestment

PVTA

-

our highways,

travel, the

moves

viewed

Like

piece of

in this light, the

the political realm.

transportation disadvantaged and simulta-

tion

neously offers

commute

alternatives to

PVTA

many

15

It

of

becomes

air.

When

can no longer

be considered a public service as

the infrastructure that provides mobility for the

mode

closer to less traffic

congestion and ultimately cleaner

system involves public

PVTA serves as a vital

region

ar-

As more and more

individuals choose transit as their

but the

in the regional infrastructure.

necessary to ensure that an

for the people of the region.

economy should absorb

even larger reductions without notice

is

a

it

often

is in

commute

op-

and requires better government support.
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